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ETHNICITY AS A VITAL PART OF THE VERNACULAR MILIEU 
 

The body of the article goes on to discuss the problem of ethnicity, as a political, 
social and cultural entity, persisting in Europe. It is an essential part of the 
vernacular milieu, especially in closed rural communities anchored in a specific 
language and culture where no other identity could be contemplated. Ethnic identity 
presents a person’s stance in the society. There is no way in which people can act or 
speak from the margins or reflect on their own experiences unless they come from 
some place, have some history or have certain cultural traditions. Ethnic identity 
establishes and structures social relationships and maintains an order in society. 
However the negative aspects have often been emphasized in such a way as to 
suggest that discrimination and intolerance are normal occurrences. Significantly, 
these differences can take on a social meaning of hierarchy leading to a conflict 
when split groups fail to negotiate. In such cases, the imbalance of power, not the 
racial or ethnic differences per se, is the underlying cause of the conflict. 

Keywords: ethnicity, identity, public policy, race, nationalism, modern politics, 
political, social, cultural community. 
 
The transition to democracy is a slow-moving and frail process. The advance 

of practical and rigorous public policies that are relevant, acceptable, and inclusive 
isvigorous for the democratic systems establishment. Such policies are reckoned to 
be pursued by citizens and supported by governments. To achieve this goal, 
initiatives must also overcome entrenched nativist attitudes if they are to be truly 
deep-rooted in the community. The issue is how to articulate and deliver such 
policies that will underpin the putting in the democratic ideal and which address 
the contexts unique to the countries undertaking this process. 

Many key terms in the interpretative social sciences and history – «ethnicity», 
«race», «nation», «citizenship», «democracy», «class», «community», and 
«tradition», are equally categories of social and political practice and analysis. The 
«categories of practice», let’s say, «native», «folk» or «lay» categories – are 
considered the ones of everyday social experience, developed and deployed by 
ordinary social actors, as distinguished from the experience-distant categories used 
by social analysts. [Geertz, 1983, p. 57]. The basic contrast goes back at least to 
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Durkheim’s Rules of Sociological Method, which criticized the sociological use of 
«pre-notions» or lay concepts that have been created by experience and for it. 
[Durkheim, 1964]. 

It’s preferable to use the expression «category of practice» to the alternative, 
for while the latter imply a relatively sharp distinction between «native» or «folk» 
or «lay» categories on the one hand and «scientific» categories on the other, such 
concepts as «race», «ethnicity», or «nation» are marked by close reciprocal 
connection and mutual influence among their practical and analytical uses 
[Wacquant, 2004, p. 222-223]. 

This paper aims to demonstrate that ethnicity, as a political, social and cultural 
entity, persists in Europe. It is an essential part of the vernacular milieu, especially 
in closed rural communities anchored in a specific language and culture where no 
other identity could be contemplated. People gain powerful community solidarity 
from such situation; for example, it might help the Ukrainians to survive in often 
hostile environment, reflecting a generally negative image. Yet this survival 
mentality is hardly in keeping with modern Europe: human rights’ equality is a 
basic requisite for progress to EU membership and the security that follows in its 
wake.  

According to Oxford dictionary ethnicity is «The factor state of belonging to a 
social group that has a common national or cultural tradition the interrelations 
hipbetween gender, ethnicity, and class» [oxforddictionaries.com]. 

Ethnicity is an important issue in the modern world. In each nation state some 
groups stand aside from the mainstream [Horowitz, 1985] and seek power sharing 
and influence as part of the tension between the global and the local [Rothschild, 
1981; Rupasinghe and Tishkov, 1995]. Now here in Eastern Europe is the nation 
state ideal achieved whereby compact nations are contained neatly within their 
respective territorial cradles [Yevtukh, 2009; 2012, p. 57-61]. It is extreme ethnic 
diversity that is invariably highlighted as characteristic of Eastern Europe in 
contrast to them or homogeneous societies of Western states. Ethnicity has been 
widely perceived as a source of stress rather than cultural enrichment [Kovacs, 
1991, p. 37-41], if human resources are to be effectively harnessed for growth and 
prosperity this constraint has to be overcome. Ethnic issues maybe over-
dramatized as a result of recent well-known cases of flagrant discrimination and 
even genocide resulting from states and minorities beingin conflict[Poulton, 
1994]. While modern Western society has been regarded as the inevitable 
evolutionary outcome, [Rostow, 1961] however, other cultures must not be 
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forgotten [Bloom, 1987]. Resistance from the periphery to any imposition of 
European culture will remain, with all its problematic implications [Glenny, 
1999]. 

Issues of race and ethnicity dominate the academic discourse of many 
disciplines, including the field of multicultural education, and the socio-political 
arena. Heightened interest in these issues is in response to the demographic reality 
of increasing racial and ethnic diversity in the whole globe [Yash, 2000; Unander, 
2000; Peter, 1999; Dragunskii, 1995]. 

In terms of the above-mentioned, Dragunskiidiscusses the ethnic categorization 
and marginalization central to the Soviet Union’s state building ideology. After 
Soviet Union’s economic and political ideology declined, its breakup was not led 
by ideological conflict but by ethno-territorial conflict. According to the 
researcher, conflict tensions are divided primarily on ethnic lines as a result of the 
Soviet Union’s own ethnic policies and categorizations. 

John R. Bowen challenges the common, popular notion that many international 
ethnic conflicts are age-old problems of cultural and ethnic differences which can 
never be cured. Instead, the author focuses on examples in Yugoslavia and 
Rwanda to demonstrate how colonial and post-colonial states create ethnic 
categorization and division for economic and political purposes [Bowen, 1997]. 

Significantly, ethnicity is the use of culturally expressed characteristics as 
markers of similarity and difference. It refers to groups who share customs and 
language. Ethnicity is a more encompassing acceptable way of categorizing 
similarity and differences. The use of race to classify and categorize people is 
however, often viewed negatively. Ethnicity is a better concept than race as it 
reflects positive tendencies of identification whilst race is often thought of as label 
imposed by a dominant group in order to maintain a position of power over the 
subordinate/minority group. Hence race is associated with negative tendencies of 
dissociation and exclusion while ethnicity involves voluntary self-identification as 
it enhances one’s self-esteem and status in society. Ethnic identity refers to how 
individuals relate themselves to a particular ethnic group. Ethnic identity can be 
understood as individual identity. Individual identity can be looked at a few levels. 
It can be seen/ related to/as being sure of yourself ie; psychological understanding 
of oneself. Identity can also be seen as group identity. But an individual is always 
part of a social group. Henceforward, individual identity can be equated to social 
identity. Ethnic identity is yet another way of thinking of individual identity 
[Ethnicity & Ethnic Identity Anthropology and the Human Condition].  
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Ethnicity manifestation is triggered most often by two conflicting social and 
cultural influences. First, deep conscious immersion into cultural traditions and 
values through religious, familial, neighborhood, and educational communities 
instills a positive sense of ethnic identity and confidence. Second, and in contrast, 
individuals often must filter ethnic identity through negative treatment and media 
messages received from others because of their race and ethnicity. Racial and 
ethnic identity is supposed to define and stress the importance of examining these 
concepts from a multidimensional frame. Furthermore, racial and ethnic identity is 
seen through developmental and descriptive lenses and highlighted the strengths 
and limitations of the models presented. Ethnic identity is often considered a 
social construct as well. It is viewed as an individual’s identification with «a 
segment of a larger society whose members are thought, by themselves or others, 
to have a common origin and share segments of a common culture and who, in 
addition, participate in shared activities in which the common origin and culture 
are significant ingredients» [Yinger, 1976, p. 200]. Ethnic identity seems most 
often to be a frame in which individuals identify consciously or unconsciously 
with those with whom they feel a common bond because of similar traditions, 
behaviors, values, and beliefs [Ott, 1989]. These points of connection allow 
individuals to make sense of the world around them and to find pride in «who they 
are».  

If, however, positive ethnic group messages and support are not apparent or 
available to counteract negative public messages, a particular individual is likely 
to feel shame or disconnection toward their own ethnic identity. Ethnic identity 
development consists of an individual’s movement toward a highly conscious 
identification with their own cultural values, behaviors, beliefs, and traditions. 
Ethnic and racial identity models provide a theoretical structure for understanding 
individuals’ negotiation of their own and other cultures [Chávez, 2012, p. 41].  

Ethnic identity is neither permanent, nor is stable. Ethnic identity is multi- 
faceted and not cast in stone. It evolves overtime. Older notions of ethnicity can be 
viewed as somewhat narrower and far more restraining. Being more essential in 
nature and differences it would have been rejected. Ethnic identity can be 
conceptualized as a process of identification i.e.; as taken for granted, something 
happening over time and that is never undeniablyconstant. Instead it is subjected 
to play of history (understanding our roots, we cannot ignore our background) and 
the play of difference. It is not an end state and there is nothing tangible to it. It is 
a social process that involves mediation. Ethnic identity is also relational, in the 
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sense that it signifies the bond between an individual and the «other». Ethnic 
identity is a social construct. It is constructed overtime through the accumulation 
of many things over time. There is an element of primordiality to ethnic identity. 
However, as much as it can be primordial, ethnic identity can also be situational 
and instrumental. It can be latent and it can manifest itself when triggered with 
intrusions or faced with threat. In a globalized world, postmodern world, ethnic 
identity becomes more relative. In the newer notions of ethnic identity, conception 
of ethnic identity has not lost hold of the place and ground from which it has come 
from or from which we speak from, yet it is no, longer constrained or contained 
within that place in essence. Humanity tends to have multiple identities at any one 
point in time. Simultaneously, it is possible to have a global, national, ethnic, 
national, neighborhood, class, status identity at the same time. Due to the 
diversification of lived worlds people can have multiple identities in an 
increasingly globalized world marked by migration.  

Recently, there have been talks and arguments of doing away with ethnic 
identity altogether from/by the post-modern perspective. Ethnic identity presentsa 
person’s stance in the society. There is no way in which people can act or speak 
from the margins or reflect on their own experiences unless they come from some 
place, have some history or have certain cultural traditions. Ethnic identity 
establishes and structures social relationships and maintains an order in society. 
Ethnicity is what we require in order to make sense of ourselves and to think about 
the relationship between identity and difference. As long as it does not essentialize 
other ethnic groups and naturalize differences or lead to stereotyping or 
constraining individual agency, it is still an important and necessary way to 
organize society. These days ethnicity is much talked issues inthe contemporary 
world, especially in the Third World, so called underdeveloped countries by 
developed western countries. Ethnic identity always materializes in relation to 
somebody else. Identity is contextual in both derivation and expression-that is 
easily manipulated and changeable is now well known and is surely expectable, 
for it shares these features with all that is cultural [Rishikeshav, 2003, p. 1-12]. It 
is almost impossible to delineate the boundaries of one cultural identity and the 
beginning of another.The relationship between nationalism and ethnicity is 
complex. Neither is vanishing as part of an obsolete traditional order. Both are part 
of a modem set of categorical identities invoked by elites and other participants in 
political and social struggles. These categorical identities also shape everyday life, 
offering both tools for grasping pre-existing homogeneity and difference and 
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constructing specific versions of such identities. While it is impossible to 
dissociate nationalism entirely from ethnicity, it is equally impossible to explain it 
simply as a continuation of ethnicity. Numerous dimensions of modern social and 
cultural change, notably state-building, individualism and the integration of large-
scale webs of indirect relationships all serve to make both nationalism and 
ethnicity salient. Nationalism, in particular, remains the preeminent rhetoric for 
attempts to demarcate political communities, claim rights of self-determination 
and legitimate rule by reference to «the people» of a country. Ethnic solidarities 
and identities are claimed most often where groups do not seek «national» 
autonomy but rather an internal recognition to or cross-cutting national or state 
boundaries. The possibility of a closer link to nationalism is seldom altogether 
absent from such ethnic claims, however, and the two sorts of categorical 
identities are often invoked in similar ways [Calhoun, 1993, p. 235]. Generally 
speaking, the most prominent twentieth-century analysts of nationalism have 
rejected the claim that nationalism can be explained by pre-existing ethnicity. 
According to the latest study, the crucial role of modem politics, especially the 
idea of sovereignty has been emphasized. Some have argued for seeing 
nationalism as a sort of religion. More recently, emphasis has been placed on the 
number of cases of failed or absent nationalisms: ethnic groups which mounted 
either little or no attempt to become nations in the modem senses. This suggests 
that even if ethnicity plays a role it cannot be a sufficient explanation. 
Furthermore, nationalism has largely been treated as a kind of second-order 
political movement based on a false consciousness which ethnicity helps to 
produce but cannot explain because the deeper roots lie in political economy not 
culture [Alter, P. 1985, Anderson, 1991].  

Conclusion. We found it quite difficult to cover and highlight all issues 
concerned, nevertheless, having studied the plethora of literature on race and 
ethnicity in the international context, several themes emerged that take our race 
and ethnicity awareness to a profounder extend.  

Ethnicity is one of Eastern Europe’s outstanding geographical characteristics 
and it is entirely appropriate that this has been given due recognition in the science 
domain. However the negative aspects have often been emphasized in such a way 
as to suggest that discrimination and intolerance are normal occurrences. Problems 
have generally arisen when democracy and security have broken down and 
minorities have been unable to defend themselves against xenophobic excesses 
and territorial changes arising out of war on a local, regional or world scale.  
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First, racial differences become more aware in the mind than in the genes. 
Consequently, we conclude superiority and inferiority associated with racial 
differences are often socially constructed to satisfy the socio-political agenda of 
the dominant group.  

Second, racial and ethnic categories are neither fixed across societies nor 
within a society. Racial and ethnic categories are fluid and changing depending on 
the socio-political context of a society at any given time.  

Third, ethnic and racial differences do not inherently result in conflict. Instead, 
these differences can take on a social meaning of hierarchy leading to a conflict 
when split groups fail to negotiate. In such cases, the imbalance of power, not the 
racial or ethnic differences per se, is the underlying cause of the conflict (for 
example, current conflict Ukraine (Crimea)-Russia.  

In each of these cases, it is critical that the topic of race and ethnicity receives 
continual examination. The ideology and myth of racial and ethnic differences 
cannot be confirmed to back or legitimate superiority, privilege, or conflict as has 
often been the case in both historical and global contexts. A more precise 
assessment is sure to challenge counterbalance of these dangerous misconceptions 
so that mere differences, in whatever form, are not constructed as a rationale for 
compel. 
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Богатирець В. В. Етнічність як невід’ємна складова природного 

середовища. 
Стаття присвячена обговоренню проблем етнічності, що збереглися в Європі, 

як політичного, соціального та культурного об’єкту. Етнічність є невід’ємною 
складовою природного середовища, особливо у закритих сільських спільнотах 
людей, об’єднаних спільною мовою та культурою, до яких жодна інша 
особистість не може включитися. Етнічна ідентичність представляє позицію 
людини в суспільстві. Така позиція відображається у способі, яким люди діють 
або спілкуються, відповідно до своєї історії чи певних своїх культурних традицій, 
зумовлена їхнім власним досвідом, окрім тих випадків, коли люди мають інше 
походження. Етнічна ідентичність встановлює та упорядковує соціальні 
відносини, а такожі підтримує порядок у суспільстві. Проте, підкреслюючи 
негативні аспекти, можна припустити, що дискримінація та нетерпимість є 
нормальним явищем. Важливо, що ці відмінності виступають одним із критеріїв 
соціальної ієрархії, а тому можуть призвести до конфлікту, в якому ворогуючі 
сторони відмовляються від переговорів. У таких випадках саме дисбаланс влади, а 
не расові або етнічні відмінності як такі, є основною причиною конфлікту. 

Ключові слова: етнічна приналежність, ідентичність, державна політика, 
раси, націоналізм, сучасні політики, політичні, соціальні, культурні спільноти. 

 




